Top 10

Business Reasons

to choose Zabbix monitoring solution

1.

Keep downtime to a minimum

2.

Cut costs

3.

Get a better control over your IT environment

4.

Choose a ﬂexible solution to meet diverse needs

5.

Access real time statistics and historical data easily

System downtimes are expensive and can reduce revenues and damage reputation of the company. Zabbix
Solution immediately reports about any malfunction within IT infrastructure as well as indicates the cause of the
problem. It proactively informs about potential threats before they actually appear.

No costs associated with the purchase and management of licenses as software is free of charge. Better overall
productivity and no lost opportunities with higher uptime of the infrastructure. Low investments in staﬀ training
due to simple and intuitive interface.

Measure, compare and get an inside view of your servers, network devices, UPS's, power supply, software and
application performance. Agree on SLA (Service Level Agreement) with your IT staﬀ and let Zabbix Solution
monitor it.

Zabbix can be applied to a number of diﬀerent markets and company specializations. Zabbix Solution use cases
are not limited to one industry and can be adapted to very speciﬁc needs of any company.

Zabbix provides an excellent visualization of real-time statistics and historical data, ranging from simple graphs
to complex views containing graphs, maps and text information. Use of this information helps companies to get
an insight on their current and past performance and make logical predictions of the future. All graphical
information is accessible from the web interface.

Seamlessly integrate in existing infrastructure
Zabbix integrates seamlessly with HP OpenView and Tivoli portfolio products including HP OpenView Service
Desk and HP OpenView Network Node Manager. Zabbix provides high-performance agents for all UNIX,
Windows and Novell platforms. SNMP support makes monitoring of all network devices and complex
applications possible.

Select from wide range of support options
Zabbix has 5 support levels to match needs and requirements of any company. Support levels diﬀer by the
volume of provided support options, time of responsiveness, number of problem resolutions and by other
optional/additional beneﬁts that apply to higher levels of Zabbix commercial support.

Make wise IT purchase decisions
Find out and plan in advance which parts of your IT infrastructure require upgrades, improvements, resource reallocation and tuning by simply taking a glance at reports and graphs available in Zabbix. Capacity planning
with long-term graphs and trends is easy now.

Perfect your skills and knowledge
Discover all the power and advantages of the Zabbix Solution by attending Zabbix training courses organized
in many parts of the world or by ordering training at your company site. Be sure to monitor your IT
infrastructure in an eﬃcient and secure way. Get in-depth knowledge of Zabbix in just 5 days.

Align your future with a leader
With over 30,000 copies downloaded each month, tens of thousands of registered forum members and above
1,000,000 unique new visitors per year, Zabbix is a secure choice for many years to come, thereby eliminating
further costs associated with migrations and learning. Heavy investments are made in constant improvement of
Zabbix Monitoring Solution. Ideas and suggestions submitted by our customers and users are taken into
consideration when planning solution development roadmaps.
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The Enterprise-class Monitoring Solution for Everyone

